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31. (19-0448) Recommendation to request the City 

Council to oppose Senate Bill 50 (Weiner), which 

would preempt local zoning laws to allow higher 

density housing near "transit-rich" and "jobs-rich" 

areas, including in single-family neighborhoods, and 

take a "one-size-fits-all" to addressing land use for 

housing throughout the entire state.

Mark Nevin markn@richmondplastering.com SB50 is a gross violation of the principle of "home rule"•. Long 

Beach must not remain silent again, and must fight to maintain 

local control over land use. We don't need the State telling us 

what's best for Long Beach. With a few exceptions, 

development in Long Beach has been responsible, has 

increased the quality of life for its citizens, and has made it the 

diverse, unique and coveted city it is today. Long Beach 

knows what's best for Long Beach. Keep the State out of local 

development policy!

5/7/2019

31. (19-0448) Recommendation to request the City 

Council to oppose Senate Bill 50 (Weiner), which 

would preempt local zoning laws to allow higher 

density housing near "transit-rich" and "jobs-rich" 

areas, including in single-family neighborhoods, and 

take a "one-size-fits-all" to addressing land use for 

housing throughout the entire state.

Michael Clemson mclemson@gmail.com Housing affordability in California is a crisis. Along with strong 

renter protections, more housing is needed and quickly, SB 50 

can help. The fears surrounding SB50 are significantly over 

blown. Lot sizes in Long Beach prevent 5 story buildings from 

being built on most lots. It allows neighborhoods to grow and 

evolve, and allows people who didnt luck into their homes 

through wealth or birth year to live in the city that they call 

home. 

Say no to the fear mongering and vote no on this item.

5/7/2019
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Council to oppose Senate Bill 50 (Weiner), which 

would preempt local zoning laws to allow higher 

density housing near "transit-rich" and "jobs-rich" 

areas, including in single-family neighborhoods, and 

take a "one-size-fits-all" to addressing land use for 

housing throughout the entire state.

Anne Proffit anne@highpowermedia.com This council must decide if it works for the PEOPLE of Long 

Beach or for Sen. Wiener's and developer self-interests. This 

is his 4th or 5th try to remove local powers over housing - it 

needs to fail as his others have. We need organic 

development, not force-fed mega-density. You can still get 

your desired developer mega money (all you really want) but 

just do it in a sensible fashion. SB50 isn't a winner for LB or 

the rest of CA.

5/4/2019
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32. (19-0451) Recommendation to direct City 

Manager to work with the Parks, Recreation, and 

Marine Department to implement the Compassion 

Saves model as the operational approach for Long 

Beach Animal Care Services (LBACS) ensure that 

this direction is reflected in the LBACS Strategic Plan 

and provide a report on the existing relationship and 

recommendations for improvements in policies and 

practices between SLCAla and LBACS to maintain 

facilities and financial conditions which are most 

conducive to promoting increased adoptions at the 

LBACS facility.

Michelle Baker michellebaker199@gmail.com Hello,

I am very concerned about the conditions at the Long Beach 

shelter...the kennels are not clean, animals are not getting 

medical attention and there is no promotion of the animals for 

adoption.  We need specific policies in writing to address this.  

We also want a specific timeframe on the report on the 

relationship between SPCAla &  the LB Shelter.  They also 

cannot keep taking puppies from the mother dog and leave 

her behind.  That is dog cruelty.  We need more money for the 

shelter. 

5/6/2019

32. (19-0451) Recommendation to direct City 

Manager to work with the Parks, Recreation, and 

Marine Department to implement the Compassion 

Saves model as the operational approach for Long 

Beach Animal Care Services (LBACS) ensure that 

this direction is reflected in the LBACS Strategic Plan 

and provide a report on the existing relationship and 

recommendations for improvements in policies and 

practices between SLCAla and LBACS to maintain 

facilities and financial conditions which are most 

conducive to promoting increased adoptions at the 

LBACS facility.

Teri Friend friendlytee@yahoo.com No kill. Not compassion saves. Please listen to your citizens. 

We aren't stupid. We know that No Kill does not mean limited 

admissions. Your voters are taking note. We want change. 

More than a new name for the same old procedures. If we are 

the progressive city our mayor says we are, then let's actually 

act like it. Let's set an example! Please! I'm born and raised in 

Long Beach and I'm ashamed of our shelter. I would love to 

volunteer for a NO KILL shelter! Compassion Saves is not 

what we want.

5/5/2019
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